Relentless Readiness
For Cybersecurity

Stop Spending
on What’s Not Working.
Despite spending millions on cybersecurity technology
and training, IT security practitioners unfortunately do not
understand their organizations’ preparedness until breaches
occur. Accordingly, a recent industry survey showed that 53%
of cyber attacks are still being missed. Most organizations
use compliance checklists to guide their cyber investment
decisions. But that approach misses one crucial detail:
Compliance doesn’t equal readiness.

Continuous Readiness. Complete Clarity.
New threats demand a new strategy. Unlike typical risk
management solutions that estimate readiness using industry
benchmarks for patching and compliance, SightGain tests and
measures readiness using real-world attack simulations in your

Test

live environment.
SightGain’s Continuous Readiness Platform introduces a new
paradigm for security leaders: the ability to measure the actual
defensive posture of your security resources.

Ready

Continuous Readiness:
ú Test and measure organizational response against
known threats.
ú Fine-tune your people, processes and technology
to stop actual exploits.

Invest

Tune

ú Invest (or disinvest) based on empiric evidence.

SightGain

www.sightgain.com

Real-time Tests
and Real-world Scenarios.
SightGain safely runs attack scenarios on your production system to
empirically answer the questions that keep you up at night.

Balanced cyber portfolio?

Right talent?

Financial exposure?

Configured correctly?

Spot threats?

Data exposure?

Redundancies?

Reaction Tme?

Downtime potential?

Where are weaknesses?

Adhere to procedures?

Invest in what works.
Retire what doesn’t.

Changing the cybersecurity conversation.

Our cutting-edge readiness solution

over 20 years. We understand that an effective cyber strategy

eliminates assumptions and helps you make
cybersecurity decisions based on data.
ú Quantify the likelihood and financial
impact of a breach.

Our team has been improving cybersecurity operations for
requires the right combination of people, processes, and
technology. That’s why we built SightGain: to change the
conversation from hypothetical vulnerabilities to continuous
readiness, and from compliance to ROI.

ú Map your performance to common
frameworks like MITRE ATT&CK, NIST,
and CMMC.
ú Find gaps and redundancies in your
processes and technology stack.
ú Measure the performance of your team
against real threats. Prioritize the best
investments to decrease your risk level
with empiric evidence.

We’re proud to work
with some of the highest
security organizations in the world.

ú Monitor readiness over time to close
gaps and reduce exposure.
SightGain’s customers aren’t only better
protected—they save money in the process.
Boost topline savings by more than 15% by
retiring low-performance gear.

Schedule a Demo
Email: info@sightgain.com
Call: 719.582.6278

www.sightgain.com

